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Asset manager Capital Hotel Management is following its clients into the select-service world, President
Chad Crandell said.
Highlights
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BEVERLY, Massachusetts—Asset management company Capital Hotel
Management is drifting further into the world of select-service hotels.
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The company in December announced it had been retained to asset manage
three select-service hotels in Florida:
• the 104-room Hampton Inn & Suites Ft. Lauderdale Airport (owned by
The Lightstone Group);
• the 127-room Hampton Inn Miami-Airport West (owned by
Lightstone); and
• the 122-room Hilton Garden Inn Orlando East/UCF Area (owned by
AVP Advisors).
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Renovations totaling approximately $4 million are planned at all three hotels,
CHM President Chad Crandell said. The goal is to have the renovations
complete by the end of June 2014. The Hilton Garden Inn renovation is
expected to cost approximately $2 million with the other two renovations
expected to come in at approximately $1 million.
Crandell said he is sensitive to the fact that the first quarter in Florida is
typically a high-visitation period, so the goal is to have as few rooms out of
service as possible.
“We’re trying to get this done as quickly as possible,” he said.
CHM previously was predominantly a manager of full-service properties,
Crandell said. But now CHM is following its clients as they look to add more
of a select-service flavor to their own portfolios—a recurring trend in the
hotel industry of late.
There are a half dozen select-service hotels in CHM’s portfolio, Crandell said.
While CHM’s portfolio will remain weighted toward full-service hotels, he
said the company, which has sliver ownership in approximately a half dozen
hotels, is looking to increase its select-service presence.
He said the number of future select-service hotels the company picks up will
be driven by the market and “where our clients are taking us.”
“We’re getting more involved in there,” he said. “We like the select-service
space. Our investors seem to have a strong appetite in that area.” Overall,
CHM has about 30 hotels in its portfolio comprising nearly 15,000 rooms
from Honolulu to Washington, D.C.
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Crandell said the potential of strong cash-on-cash returns in select service is
one factor that makes the sector attractive. With full-service properties,
investors generally don’t see a cash-on-cash return every year. Rather, the
investors get their money upon refinancing or selling, he said.
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But select-service hotels offer the possibility of obtaining a return on the
initial equity put into the deal, often in the first year.
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“That becomes very attractive for a lot of investors,” Crandell said.
Still, there are benefits to be had with full-service properties, he said,
particularly as it relates to transacting. It remains difficult to get the numbers
to work out when it comes to developing full-service hotels, Crandell said.
Full-service development is likely to remain stalled until rates reach the
previous peak, he added. In many markets, he said, that’s still a year or two
away.
“Where the opportunity lies is in existing hotels and the acquisition of fullservice hotels” for below replacement cost, he said.
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